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The State of Shopping: Spotlight on Data
Google’s Product Listing Ads (PLAs) now attract 70% of non-brand paid search clicks 
for retailers. Are you investing in line with your search opportunity? 

PLAs were made available to US advertisers in 2011. The format has grown 
significantly over the past few years and become increasingly important to retailers’ 
search strategy. In 2013, PLAs contributed 22% of all Google paid search clicks for 
retailers. That number grew to 46% in Q2 of this year. PLAs’ share of non-brand paid 
search is even greater. In 2013, PLAs were capturing 43% of retailers’ non-brand paid 
search clicks. That number climbed to 71% halfway through 2016. 

Shopping Performance Highlights

• Growth in Shopping ad spend climbed to 43% in Q2 of 2016; text ad spend grew 
by only 10% Y/Y. 

• Advertisers are investing 135% more on mobile PLAs Y/Y vs. 21% Y/Y growth in 
investment for PLAs on desktop.

• PLAs are driving 147% more clicks on mobile and 27% more clicks on desktop Y/Y.

Clicks are rolling in, investment is growing, and phones are performing differently 
than desktop, so what now? Our skilled team of feeds and search experts pooled 
our collective knowledge of the format to give you the tools you need to re-haul your 
Google Shopping strategy and maximize your PLA performance.

Shopping Best Practices
PLAs, Product Ads, and Shopping Ads are advertisements on Google or Bing that 
include an image and a title (among other potential extensions and information). We use 
these terms to talk about the specific ad unit, and we manage the ads through Shopping 
campaigns.

There are a few basic tenets retailers need to follow to set their Shopping campaigns 
up for success. A strong Shopping strategy gives retailers the ability to effectively 
organize products, bid them appropriately, and manage campaigns for key company 
initiatives. While specific tactics and strategies will vary from retailer to retailer, the 
following best practices should serve as a solid foundation for any strong program.

Think of your Shopping campaigns as the online version of a physical store. Your store 
layout should inform the structure of your Shopping campaigns in Adwords. Let’s say 
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Overall Paid Search Growth by Format
Q2 2016 - US Data
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See quarterly updates about the state of search in our Digital Marketing Report. 
www.merkleinc.com/thought-leadership/digital-marketing-report
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you’re an apparel retailer selling a variety of types of clothing. An intuitive, easy-to-
manage structure for your Shopping campaigns might be one campaign for men, one 
for women, and one for children. From there you can separate clothing by using ad 
groups within each campaign, grouping products into tops, pants, etc. Finally, include 
segments for each brand just like you would find products organized in a physical 
store. Careful campaign structuring allows advertisers to drive higher performance by 
segmenting similar items so they can be bid upon and managed efficiently. 

This basic approach should be tailored to each retailer’s unique needs and catalogs; the 
key is to think about which products, when grouped together, are most likely to perform 
similarly. This strategy allows advertisers to maximize return, because it gives visibility into 
performance variances between different types of products and allows advertisers to set 
the bid that will drive the most profit. Men’s tees across a variety of brands, for example, 
are more likely to perform similarly (from a sales-per-click standpoint) than Ralph Lauren 
brand products would perform across socks, shirts, and jackets.

The similarity to physical shopping continues with product display. In a physical store, 
shoppers can examine products before they decide to purchase. In the digital space, we 
want shoppers to be able to easily identify key aspects of the items they’re considering, 
like size, price point, color, and sleeve length, right from the ad unit, so they can make the 
same informed purchase decision online. We need to capture this information in the feed 
with accurate, up-to-date, and robust data.

Finally, we want shoppers to easily understand what makes our product or brand better 
than their other options with our messaging. In a traditional mall setting, brands use product 
displays and signs to draw people into their stores. On the search engine results page 
(SERP), advertisers can use extensions to grab a searcher’s attention. Some of the best 
performing extensions are Google Merchant Promotions and Local Inventory Ads (LIAs). 
For three of our IR Top 500 advertisers, using LIAs drove an 87% higher average click-
through rate than without them. Other extensions like Product Ratings, Google Trusted 
Stores, and Price Drops add visual differentiation and inspire consumer confidence.

Leverage Priorities in Campaign Structure
Campaign priorities allow you to specify which campaign should participate in an 
auction when you have the same product in multiple campaigns. Campaign priorities 
can be designated as low, medium, or high and when multiple campaigns share the same 
product, the bid from the highest priority campaign will be served.  Priorities only dictate 
which bid Google will use for a given product if it falls into multiple campaigns. It does not 
impact relevance or change the likelihood of a product being served on a given query.

SHOPPING BEST PRACTICES
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Priority Strategies

• Create a low priority “all products” campaign to 
serve as a catch-all and fill any gaps from the 
medium priority campaigns. 

• Medium priority campaigns should reflect your 
merchandising mix and include the majority of 
your catalog. 

• High priority campaigns should be reserved 
for special purposes. Some examples include 
grouping and bidding top performers, poor 
performers, or promotional products.

Low Priority
All Products

Medium Priority
Bulk of Products

High Priority
Special Purpose
Campaigns

SHOPPING BEST PRACTICES

Use Custom Labels to Tailor Your Shopping Structure

Once you’ve created a foundation with your campaigns, identify product attributes that 
impact performance and include them in your feed with custom labels. A few examples 
of impactful custom attributes might be top sellers, worst sellers, new-to-catalog, or 
sale products. Google allows for up to five custom label columns in the feed, which 
can contain any attribute that you would like to use for product group breakouts. We 
explain more about using custom labels in the “Data Feeds” section of this report.

Distinguish Between Brand and Non-Brand

Another important element to consider in your campaign structure is the distinction between 
brand and non-brand traffic. Brand queries are those that include your brand name as part 
of a search. For example, the query “Charlotte Russe earrings” is a branded query because 
the searcher is specifying the name of the brand she is shopping for within the search. Non-
brand traffic like a search for “earrings” does not include the brand name and shows no 
brand preference within the search. The motivation behind a brand search is different than 
that of a non-brand search and so is the performance of an ad on each of these queries. To 
address this difference in your bidding and reporting, always distinguish between brand and 
non-brand in your campaigns.

Creating this segmentation is trickier in PLA management than it is with text ad campaigns 
because we can’t strictly define which keywords we want to serve from each campaign. 
We can, however, strategically leverage campaign priorities and negative keywords to funnel 
brand and non-brand queries to the appropriate campaign. Like you saw in the previous 
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example, campaign priorities give advertisers the ability to communicate which bid we want 
Google to take for a product. In addition to communicating bid, advertisers can prevent an 
ad from displaying for specific queries with negative keywords. Negative keywords can 
be added at the ad group or campaign level to prevent those products from showing for a 
query. For example, Charlotte Russe would add “Charlotte Russe” as a negative to its “beach 
sunglasses” campaign if targeting non-brand search traffic. 

Use Data to Drive Decisions

Many agencies and advertisers subscribe to the belief that more segmentation is 
always better. While we’re big fans of granularity, we prefer to let data dictate what 
level of segmentation makes sense. Even the brand and non-brand suggestions above 
(which are critical for some retailers) might not matter as much for others. That is why 
it’s important to carefully analyze real data to help drive your strategy rather than rely 
solely on previously established best practices.

Search Term Analysis

Analyzing Google’s search term report can offer insight into how your shoppers are 
searching. This report shows how your ads performed on actual searches. Evaluate 
that performance to identify high-potential queries and better target those shoppers. 
Also use this report to identify irrelevant searches to avoid showing your ad to shoppers 
that aren’t interested in your product. 

We are starting to see PLAs trigger on more searches than ever before, including 
those that specifically reference a particular store. The results below were served for 
a search on “dillards mixers,” which shows clear intent to purchase from a specific 
retailer. However, Dillard’s doesn’t even appear as one of the advertisers in this set 
of PLAs. A number of sellers have captured this clearly branded search; and Dillard’s 
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For Charlotte Russe, a client in the fast fashion space, Merkle 
identified an opportunity to break out product groups based 
on seasonal trends to allow for more aggressive bidding 
during relevant times of the year. 

The team compiled online product sales, search logs and 
in-store revenue to determine the highest-value segments 
for Charlotte Russe. Optimizing the structure and bids for 
these segments led to a 159% increase in revenue year 
over year while maintaining the same return on ad spend.

7

CLIENT SPOTLIGHT

Charlotte Russe: Y/Y PLA Growth

+100%

Clicks

+151%

Orders

+25%

Conversion Rate

+159%

Sales

Year 1 Year 2
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is losing important real estate on the SERP. With search log analysis, Dillard’s could 
target these missed shoppers in its Shopping campaigns to re-gain this missed traffic. 

Identifying the Right Level of Granularity

Performance data is also hugely beneficial for deciding the right level of granularity for 
your Shopping campaigns. While granularity is great for accurate targeting and efficient 
performance, getting too granular can lead to wasted time with negligible performance 
improvement. For example, if you have a “bags” product group that contains twenty different 
styles of “work bags,” there isn’t a lot of merit to segmenting that product group further. The 
work bags are already performing similarly, so additional segmentation would not lead to 
significantly improved performance.

However, a “dress” product group that contains ten different styles of “sundresses,” “business 
casual dresses,” and “little black dresses” includes diverse products in the same group that 
are likely performing differently in search. Organize these products into distinct ad groups 
and differentiate their bids to efficiently drive sales. On occasion, we may even break out 
a single or a few very popular products into their own ad group to get better insight on our 
highest performing products’ performance. When deciding on the level of granularity needed, 
look at performance rather than product count to examine how to spend time effectively on 
Shopping campaigns. This will help you maximize return and revenue for your account.

Some degree of customization is necessary for every retailer, but use the ideas above to 
create a solid base for your Shopping campaigns, whether you sell toasters or tank tops. 
An organized, tailored, data-driven approach lays the groundwork for effective account 
management, regardless of your product mix. Smart organization from the get-go helps 
create early success and will enable smooth implementation of more advanced strategies 
like mobile optimization, people-based targeting, and query targeting. We will touch on these 
strategies and more in the rest of this report.

Key Takeaways
• Each retailer’s catalog and customer base is unique; as such, you should 

take a customized approach to determine what attributes are important for 
grouping and bidding products.

• Use a high priority campaign to bid key products differently than your 
standard catalog and a low priority campaign for your “all products” catch-all.

• Treat brand and non-brand traffic differently in order to appropriately bid 
each segment and improve reporting.
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PLAs were increasingly being shown for Pendleton brand 
queries. Pendleton’s lower ad spend-to-sales target for brand 
ads prevented the manufacturer of woolen blankets and 
clothing from serving PLAs for a large portion of “Pendleton”-
related searches. Because of this gap, competitors and 
resellers were capturing a much larger portion of the SERP.

The Merkle team recognized this as an opportunity for 
Pendleton to increase its SERP presence and created 
branded product groupings to bid more aggressively for 
those valuable queries. This strategy resulted in a 98% 
increase in sales Y/Y and improved AOV and ROAS.

9

CLIENT SPOTLIGHT

Pendleton: Branded PLA Groups

Year 1
Year 2

Sales

CPC

AOV

ROAS

+98%

—6%

+5%

+6%
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Shopping for Mobile
Capitalize on the Growth of Mobile PLAs
Mobile makes up a large (and growing!) segment of Shopping traffic. Mobile spend for 
PLAs grew 135% in Q2 while clicks grew 147%, according to the Merkle Q2 2016 Digital 
Marketing Report. Google has been serving significantly more ads on mobile devices 
since July 2015 and we expect mobile to continue to grow.

The growth in mobile Shopping traffic can also be attributed to larger PLA ad units. 
Google increased the size of PLAs on mobile in early September 2015, which pushed 
text ads and organic results further down the page.

While mobile PLAs are quickly growing, they perform differently than desktop Shopping 
Ads. To efficiently capture mobile searchers, advertisers need to appropriately value 
mobile ads. 

Bid Mobile PLAs Efficiently
Use bid adjustments to set an appropriate bid for mobile traffic. Mobile bid adjustments 
allow you to modify your bid by a percentage, based on device. For example, if your 
“dress shirts” campaign on mobile devices drives fewer conversions than on desktop, 
you would set a negative mobile bid adjustment. Giving that campaign a -20% bid 

before after
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adjustment would change a $1 bid to $.80 
and would result in showing those ads to 
lower-converting mobile shoppers less 
frequently.

Brands can assign bid adjustments at the 
ad group or campaign level. Consider this 
when determining your campaign structure 
and be sure to group similarly performing 
products together. Potential mobile bid 
adjustments range from -90% to 300% or an 
advertiser can choose to opt out of mobile 
Shopping ads with a bid modifier of -100%. 

Take a data-driven approach when applying 
bid adjustments to your own account. 
Maintain your target return on investment by evaluating mobile performance within ad 
groups and identifying bid adjustments that would maintain that return. One Merkle 
client used 35 different mobile modifiers across 100 ad groups that ranged from -70% 
to +150% to accurately target mobile traffic and drive efficient performance.

Consider Average Order Value in Mobile Strategy
The type of purchase will also impact how likely a mobile shopper is to convert. In the 
graph below, you can see that Google Shopping mobile conversion rate is inversely 
correlated with average order value (AOV). For example, users may be willing to 
purchase a lower-priced mug from their mobile device but may be hesitant to purchase 

One Merkle client 
used 35 different 
mobile modifiers 
across 100+ ad 
groups, ranging from 
-70% to +150%, to 
accurately target 
mobile traffic and 
drive efficient 
performance.

+150%

—70%

AO
V

Phone Conversion Rate*  *relative to desktop
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a flat screen TV directly from their phone. This is something advertisers should 
evaluate in their own order history and keep in mind when deciding how to value bids. 

Integrate Cross-Device Conversions for Accurate Valuation
The true value of mobile includes more than direct mobile conversions. It also includes 
cross-device conversions. A cross-device conversion is when a user clicks on an ad 
on one device but then completes the purchase on another device. For example, a 
shopper may be searching “patio furniture” on his phone while standing in line at the 
grocery store, and he clicks on your mobile Shopping ad. When he gets home, that 
same customer opens his personal computer, navigates to that same product on your 
website and completes the purchase on his laptop. Even though the shopper didn’t 
purchase on his mobile device, your mobile PLA was what convinced him to buy and 
it should be credited with driving that conversion. Include cross-device conversions 
when evaluating mobile performance to see a more accurate picture of the impact of 
your mobile Shopping ads. Assign value to those clicks to continue to drive incremental 
purchases.

With one of our large fashion retailers, cross-device conversions make up 30% of 
mobile PLA conversions. When evaluating the account, considering only direct mobile 
conversions brought down overall return. As a result, we might have included negative 
mobile bid adjustments to achieve our target return. However, with a closer look at 
our customer behavior data, we recognized that cross-device conversions were being 
driven by, but not credited to, our mobile ads. With this additional insight, we were 
able to increase our investment in mobile Shopping and reach more users while 
maintaining our target return.

Support Your Store: Understand In-Store Conversions and Utilize 
Local Inventory Ads
In addition to including cross-device conversions, also consider store visit conversions 
when evaluating mobile PLA performance. Google’s store visit conversion tracking 
allows retailers to credit mobile ads for driving in-store purchases. Store visit data is 
based on anonymous, aggregated statistics. These modeled numbers give retailers 
directional information about how their advertising is affecting in-store purchases, 
which can be used to make smarter decisions about mobile advertising dollars. 

Local Inventory Ads (LIAs) are another tool advertisers can use to bridge the gap 
between digital and physical store. LIAs serve when a product is in stock in a store 
near the user’s location. For example, if I’m searching for “black leather jackets” while 
I’m eating lunch downtown, an LIA could serve that showed me there is a black leather 
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Key Takeaways
• Group products that perform similarly within the same ad groups and 

modify mobile adjustments according to performance data.

• Include cross-device conversions and in-store conversions to fully value 
mobile PLAs.

• Utilize Local Inventory Ads (LIAs) to drive customers to your store. 

jacket available only 3 miles away. Once clicked, the LIA brings the searcher to a 
Google-hosted page for your store, called the local storefront, which provides more 
information about your store and the product. 

LIAs have been very effective for generating traffic and conversions. For one retailer, 
Merkle drove 3X the return from its Shopping program by using Local Inventory Ads to 
drive users to its stores.

Data Feeds
High-quality feeds are the backbone of every strong Shopping strategy. They provide 
the data needed to organize our accounts, target high-value queries, and avoid 
overspending on low-value searches. Prioritize work on your feed in these key ways to 
drive the best performance from your account.

One of the most common questions we hear from clients is, “I searched for x and 
we are not seeing product y in Shopping results. Why is that?” The answer is either 
relevance or bid, the two determining factors for showing up in Shopping. A strong 
Shopping strategy needs more than just fancy feed work, but providing high-quality 
data will strongly impact both of these factors.

The primary way to increase your product’s relevance is to provide accurate and 
robust product information in your feed. Retailers need to submit data that not 
only satisfies Google’s required attributes, but also contains its recommended and 
optional attributes. There are five major attributes that you should prioritize and focus 
on optimizing in your Shopping feed: GTINs (global trade identification numbers), 
product title, product type, brand/manufacturer, and product description. Update 
this information regularly to make sure that searchers are seeing the most accurate 
representation of the retailers’ catalog.
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Optimize your Feed with GTINs
Global Trade Identification Numbers (GTINs) are numbers used to uniquely identify a 
product and are now required for many products to be eligible to show as PLAs. GTINs 
include UPC, EAN (in Europe), JAN (in Japan), and ISBN. 

Identify the products from your catalog that require GTINs by referencing the “Diagnostics” 
tab in your Google Merchant Center. Prioritize any products that are associated with 
market labels that your competitors carry (not just on the products that Google has 
explicitly identified), as well as the top products on your site.

Make the Most of Product Titles and Descriptions

Google relies heavily on product titles and descriptions to match products to queries. 
There is no ideal structure for these, so determine your strongest performing titles and 
descriptions through testing and search log mining. We also find that ads perform better 
when the most relevant attributes are included in the front of titles and descriptions.

Key Bits of Information to Include in Product Titles and Descriptions

Five Major Attributes in Your Feed

GTINs
Product

Title
Product

Type
(global trade ID#)

Brand / 
Manufacturer

Product
Descriptions

Product Name

Brand / Manufacturer

Variation Attributes
ex: gender, color, size

Industry-Specific Attributes
ex: material, style, occasion, weight, 
dimensions, etc.

UPCs & MPNs
Universal Product Codes and Manufacturer 
Part Numbers — especially for electronics 
and specialty retail items

Broad Terms
Use to attract impressions
ex: shoe, chair

Granular Terms
Use to drive strong click-through rates
ex: high heel, chaise lounge
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Increase Shopping Relevance with Product Type and Google 
Product Category 
Product Type and Google Product Category both provide categorical information to 
the engines about your products and determine relevance to a query. However, they 
serve two distinct purposes. 

The Google Product Category (GPC) is Google’s product taxonomy. GPC values are 
predefined by the engine and are inflexible. While the GPC helps Google understand 
the relevance of a product to a query, it should not be used for structuring Shopping 
campaigns since its rigid values likely won’t granularly describe your catalog.

Product Type should be tailored to your product offering. Product Type can be broken 
down into five levels and products should be categorized from most broad to most 
granular. 

GPC vs. Product Type

A women’s fashion client carries an extensive collection of dresses. Some dresses are 
made for professional events, some for nights on the town, and some are casual and 
comfortable. When assigning a Google Product Category to those dresses, the most 
specific categorization you can include is:

Apparel and Accessories > Clothing > Dresses 

With Product Type, you can create more meaningful groups like “cocktail dresses” or 
“tunic dresses” that truly speak to what you offer and what searchers are looking for. 

Apparel > Dresses > Cocktail Dresses > Parent SKU#

Use Custom Labels to Manage Shopping Campaigns
Not all products are created equal. For some accounts, we have found that the performance 
of a new product will be very different from that of a longstanding product. Or an online 
exclusive may perform differently than a product that can also be found in-store. In other 
accounts, we have to take stock level or margin on products into consideration. We 
organize all these unique differentiators in the feed with custom labels.

Custom labels are used to subdivide the products in your campaign based on values 
that are important to you. They can be used as a tool for managing, reporting, and 
bidding your Shopping campaigns. Retailers can use up to five custom labels, 
numbered 0 to 4, and these are used for your reference as an advertiser and do 
not appear in your Shopping ads. To integrate these into campaigns, you provide 
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For one client, we incorporated different product attributes into the Shopping 
campaigns structure to properly bid and organize the retailer’s product catalog. 
With a data-rich feed, our team effectively managed Shopping inventory, taking into 

PLA Revenue Growth Y/Y
optimized PLA structure with dynamic attributes

Impression Share

Click Share

+25%

+30%

Merkle Custom PLA Strategy to Push Top In-Store & New Products

Targeted PLA Share of Total PLA Traffic Pre-Strategy Post-Strategy

Year 3
+140%

Year 2
+32%

Year 1

Using a custom label strategy for one client, Merkle grew impression and clicks 
for the targeted products by 25% and 30%, respectively, while maintaining a 
steady return on ad spend.

account items that were on sale, top sellers, or low on stock. 
With this coordinated strategy and graceful integration of 
data, our team has driven strong year-over-year revenue 
growth with an increase of 140% in PLA revenue this year.

Driving Revenue Growth with Custom Labels
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information in your feed about product attributes, including everything from margin to 
stock level to new arrivals. Using those details, a campaign structure can be created 
that provides the flexibility and granularity to capitalize on those product attributes. 

For one client, we incorporated a litany of different product attributes into the structure 
of its Shopping campaigns to properly bid and organize the retailer’s product catalog. 
With a data-rich feed, our team effectively managed Shopping inventory, taking into 
account items that were on sale, top sellers, or low on stock. With this coordinated 
strategy and graceful integration of data, the client has seen strong year-over-year 
growth, with an increase of 140% in PLA revenue this year.

Similarly, another retailer maximized traffic for new products and top-selling brick-and-
mortar products with PLAs. Merkle used custom labels to identify which products were 
new and which were top sellers, then bid more aggressively based on those attributes. 
With this custom label strategy, impressions and clicks from these target products grew 
by 25% and 30%, respectively, while maintaining a steady return on ad spend.

Key Takeaways
• Accurate and robust information in your feed is the primary way to 

increase relevance.

• Submit data that includes Google’s required and recommended attributes.

• There is no perfect formula, test to identify your strongest performing 
titles and descriptions.

• Use Product Type and Product Attributes to organize campaigns based 
on key product information.

Advanced Shopping Strategies

Practice People-Based Targeting to Create a Customized Experience

Showing the right product to the right user at the right time is always the goal in 
retail. In practice, that level of targeting is tricky because of imperfections in data and 
technology. In Shopping, we can get a little closer to that ideal level of targeting by 
using Remarketing Lists for Search Ads (RLSAs) and Google Customer Match.
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RLSAs are lists that are created based on actions visitors take on your site. For 
example, if someone visits your “new products” page, you could target those visitors 
with RLSAs by including them in a list of people interested in new arrivals and showing 
them Shopping ads that feature the items they’ve already viewed. Customer Match 
gives brands the ability to reach specific shoppers with a set of email addresses. This 
allows brands to target email subscribers, for example, in search. Put these targeting 
tools to use by pairing them with strategic product groups and data-driven bids.

For example, a retailer could reactivate previous purchasers by creating a remarketing 
list of people that have reached your “Thank You for Your Purchase” page. Then prioritize 
those customers by bidding more for these loyal shoppers. Get their attention by 
showing that audience a product that will entice them to purchase again like your “fall 
favorites” or “new items.” This strategy can be built out to include a range of shopper 
motivations and situations. 

Through the introduction of RLSAs and Customer Match, it is possible to target 
customers at each stage in the purchase cycle. With that in mind, take the opportunity 
to connect your e-commerce and merchandising teams to test strategies for honing 
Shopping as a strong acquisition tool.

Use Query-Based Targeting to Optimize for How Shoppers are Searching
Now that we’ve outlined strategies for targeting who is shopping, take your Shopping 
program a step further by optimizing for how shoppers are searching with query-based 
targeting. Query-based targeting is an extremely effective tactic retailers can use to 
value their search traffic in a way that more clearly captures searcher intent. This lets 
advertisers identify and bid more accurately for each type of shopper. 

Set up your query-based targeting strategy by first reviewing your search term 

RLSAs Customer Match

Serve ads based on actions visitors take 
on your site.

Create customer segments from a set 
of email addresses.
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Low Priority
Product Group: Handbags
Bid: $2.50
Thanks to the negatives above, this campaign catches 
manufacturer terms in the Handbags product group.

report. From that report, identify your top converting keywords, and then identify 
the motivation behind those keywords. A user searching for “chic handbags” has 
not included any specific details like the designer, color, or style in her query. It is 
safe to assume she is doing exploratory research. A user searching for “kelsi dagger 
handbags” has more clearly identified what she wants to purchase and is much closer 
to converting than the previous shopper. With query-based targeting, our goal is to 
incorporate those keyword insights into how we manage our Shopping programs by 
using negative keywords and campaign priorities. 

With Google Shopping, the same product can show for different types of searches. 
We want to segment products with campaign priorities and multiple bids. This will 
ensure we do not pay too much for poorly converting queries or miss out on volume 
from better performing queries.

In the example below, our goal is to send the shopper looking for “kelsi dagger 
handbags” to the low priority manufacturer-targeted campaign. This campaign has 
a higher bid than our other campaign that includes the Kelsi Dagger bag. We want 
to offer that higher bid so that our ad will trigger because this is a valuable, likely to 
convert query. We can do that by including negatives in the other campaign where 
that product appears.

Because the designer handbag search was excluded from the higher-priority and 
competing campaign by using negatives, it will fall to its intended landing place in the 
manufacturer-targeted campaign. This means we can bid appropriately, based on the 
intent of the searcher.

kelsi dagger handbag

Medium Priority
Product Group: Handbags
Bid: $1.00
Negatives: manufacturer phrases
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Key Takeaways
• Use RLSAs and Customer Match to target customers at each stage in 

the purchase cycle.

• Use query-based targeting to identify and bid more for more valuable 
shoppers.

• Query targeting also works in tandem with people-based strategies. Use 
these two advanced strategies together when you want to segment your 
shoppers even further and scale your program in new ways.

Remember! Setting a certain priority for our desired campaign doesn’t indicate which 
product will be shown to searchers. It dictates which bid will be honored and gives the 
advertiser control over that choice. 

Query-based targeting gives advertisers the ability to appropriately value long-tail 
vs. head terms. It maximizes impression share on high-value terms. It even gives 
advertisers stronger control over product mix in Shopping. Query targeting also works 
in tandem with people-based strategies. Use these two advanced strategies together 
when you want to segment your shoppers even further and scale your program in 
new ways.

Conclusion
The Google advertising space is quickly shifting, and there’s a growing emphasis on 
Shopping. If you’re not taking a proactive approach to the format, you’re missing a 
valuable opportunity to reach customers. By providing strong data to the engines, 
setting a strong foundation, and implementing the growth strategies outlined in this 
playbook, you can maximize your brand’s performance. 
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Visit our PLA hub to
jumpstart your Shopping campaigns

with proven best practices and
advanced strategies.

www2.merkleinc.com/PLA

Digital Marketing Report Q2 2016

Over 50 trends and graphs on paid search, 
PLAs, organic & social, comparison shopping 

engines, display advertising, and mobile. 

www2.merkleinc.com/q2-2016-dmr

www2.merkleinc.com/PLA
www2.merkleinc.com/q2-2016-dmr
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